
RUTH O'BRIEN: 

Belconnen arts acknowledges the traditional custodians of the land where we meet and work, the 

(UNKNOWN) people and the many other Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples from across 

Australia who have now made Canberra their home. We celebrate and respect their continuing 

culture and the contribution they make to the life of the act and region. 

JENELLE: 

Canberra is not just politics, we have a lovely lot of community living in Canberra people. 

RUTH O'BRIEN: 

That's right. 

JENELLE: 

I live here. (LAUGHTER) I came here in. 

RUTH O'BRIEN: 

I live here. That was Jenelle who I'm delighted to be interviewing today as part of the Connect 

Collective, a project that aims to acknowledge, celebrate and inform the community about the 

exciting and diverse hobbies and passions of people with disabilities. Well, here we have Jenelle 

Outhwaite today. Thank you for joining us, Jenelle. 

JENELLE: 

Yes, that's good. I'm happy to be here. 

RUTH O'BRIEN: 

Yes, we are great to have you here. 

JENELLE: 

I feel it's a humble, but it's a great opportunity. 

RUTH O'BRIEN: 

Yeah, No, it's great to talk to you. So, you are obviously very passionate about the environment and 

leaving a better world for future generations. How long has that been the case for you? Have you 

always had that passion? 

JENELLE: 

I guess I've always been worried about the planet in some way, the rubbish, what you throw out, but 

it's hit me the last 10 years doing art. And like I just think about the waste and everything going out 

and the vulgar waste, and I don't mind doing art on other things like cardboard. Doesn't have to be 

done on a new canvas all the time. I might like to upcycle, which means I had a, you know this diary 

thing to put the diary on your desk? I don't have those now because of computers. Well, I get the 

metal things. They sit upright and they're at my computer desk, and you know my mobile phone has 

a magnetic thing at the back of it, and other notes can sit on there. 

RUTH O'BRIEN: 

Oh, OK. 

JENELLE: 

So I made another use for that. I like turning things into other uses. 

RUTH O'BRIEN: 

Yeah. 



JENELLE: 

And I believe we should be well sorted and the recycling place, be careful what you send to the chip. 

You need to know where to send the stuff. 

RUTH O'BRIEN: 

Absolutely. Yeah. 

JENELLE: 

You know, people will take small plastics. 

RUTH O'BRIEN: 

Yeah. There's lots of different ways to dispose off things. Isn't there? 

JENELLE: 

And you could have you've thought of the adverts out in the community, people are a bit slow to 

come around. Not everyone, but some people are. Maybe they feel lost. I believe if we start putting 

the planet first before the economy, it'll make people happier, start making the place cleaner. That 

sure is something that my mum wanted. Same with me all this time, and I feel like I'm living it right 

now. There won't be enough same people to look up to the insane. Imagine the depressed people 

and enough sane people to look after us. (INAUDIBLE) will lead you to the route of money, but 

there's a lot of corrupt deal with them with money and a lot of bribery going on. They all think it's 

OK, but if you were to meet your creator, they would say, that's my spittle (LAUGHTER) he's done 

wrong. 

RUTH O'BRIEN: 

It's so great. 

JENELLE: 

So anyway, and the last one is, the meek who will inherit the planet. That means the people who 

love the planet, who wanna see things better will be the ones that will take it over. So, I don't know 

when or how, but a thought but it happened in my lifetime I thought I would be very happy 

otherwise. 

RUTH O'BRIEN: 

Yeah. 

JENELLE: 

We need to start, if we've put the planet first, everything else will come together because not having 

a planet is the cost. 

RUTH O'BRIEN: 

That's right. Yeah. 

JENELLE: 

And we wanna give all our young people a future and they should be coming in to where all the jobs 

are created. I believe we have gardeners, that love doing gardeners, come into the community, do 

gardening get paid to do all sorts of jobs. 

RUTH O'BRIEN: 

Yeah, that's fine. 

JENELLE: 

The cleaners. I love cleaners, they do all the cleaning. 



RUTH O'BRIEN: 

They do a great job. 

JENELLE: 

I always say hello to them and say, you're doing a good job. They're priority people. 

RUTH O'BRIEN: 

Exactly, yeah. Everyone has a role to play, don't they? Yeah. 

JENELLE: 

People with skills. 

RUTH O'BRIEN: 

Yes. Yeah. 

JENELLE: 

You know, there's the gardeners, there's the carpenters, there's people who know how to repair 

metal. You know, I love all those people with skills. 

RUTH O'BRIEN: 

Yeah, yeah. And everyone's got skills in some way. 

JENELLE: 

You know, I just adore people that have skills and some people are good with computers and some 

people are good with communication, then. 

RUTH O'BRIEN: 

Exactly. 

JENELLE: 

You know, everyone that's we need singers, don't we? 

RUTH O'BRIEN: 

Do we? Yes. 

JENELLE: 

Beautiful voices and that. 

RUTH O'BRIEN: 

What do you like most about the talking about the environment and educating people? Because it 

sounds like you wanna tell people a message. 

JENELLE: 

For me, yes. I just want the word to get out there, and I would love the politicians to listen but take a 

step back. What I love to form is an Earth association, right? You want to tell the earth Association 

the World, you have to have Earth association in every city, you know, town. Now the cities link up 

to town, so they should be joining forces when it comes to growing food. All that stuff. Self 

sufficiency is everything. Water, food, medicine. 

RUTH O'BRIEN: 

Sharing information 

JENELLE: 

Sharing information. 



RUTH O'BRIEN: 

I think there was something in your notes where you said, I want to reduce the vulgar waste. That's a 

very... 

JENELLE: 

The vulgar waste. 

RUTH O'BRIEN: 

Yeah. 

JENELLE: 

Is all the stuff that shouldn't be thrown in the Earth. And that is the furniture and there's something 

else in that if they're making furniture that can't be repaired, then don't make it any more. Think 

that, you've got to think of all the furniture stuff you can safely put on a (INAUDIBLE) thing or that 

you can probably grind them up and bury them under the road, some could be buried under mulch. 

RUTH O'BRIEN: 

Yeah, it can be turned into something else. 

JENELLE: 

Everything should be fixed up. Some things only need a little bit TLC. But I would have liked to have 

known this when I was buying furniture. You can get some of the secondhand stuff at a fraction of 

the cost. 

RUTH O'BRIEN: 

That's right. 

JENELLE: 

And if I've known that, I would have gone that way, not like adding to the pain of the Earth. 

RUTH O'BRIEN: 

Yeah. Yeah. 

JENELLE: 

You know, I know it is mother nature. 

RUTH O'BRIEN: 

It is. 

JENELLE: 

And I think like the all the weather systems have been her crying out. And whatever it is, it should 

never end up in the Earth. And that's what I call vulgar waste. Vulgar waste is throwing metal in the 

Earth when it should be recycled. And I would hate the idea of clothes being thrown, buried in the 

Earth when there's nothing wrong with them and they shouldn't keep sending stuff to India and 

Africa, they say clothing piles are growing. 

RUTH O'BRIEN: 

Yeah, yeah. 

JENELLE: 

So you know what? You don't keep having to have new all the time, you just enjoy what you have 

and appreciate it. When that business won't like me saying that, but at the end of the day, a smart 

business is gonna be a business that will take their clothes back. 



RUTH O'BRIEN: 

What's an example of how people can upcycle some things at home? Is there things that you've 

upcycled of your own? 

JENELLE: 

OK, I've got a lady helping me with Jenelle wells. Well, sorted and it's knowing where everything 

ends up, and she knows where all the little metals end up. The toothbrushes and all the little lids end 

up and everything. And she's good so she would take that all. I think all this little stuff, I think people 

are tired, they don't wanna do it themselves at home. I'm like going to have to accept that some 

people can't. Well, that's where the recycling place. Don't need to employ more jobs, you can't 

automate everything. You do need and people need to work, people need to feel needed, and 

unfortunately, I think the more we think about the planet, it'll create tons of jobs. 

RUTH O'BRIEN: 

So tell me a little bit about how your art tell us the story of your passion for the environment as art. 

JENELLE: 

Well, as an artist, I'm very passionate about art because you can send the message out there. I did 

something out of a drawer. 

RUTH O'BRIEN: 

OK. 

JENELLE: 

And I put my eyes behind a teapot and I hung Tea bags that I painted with little teapots on them. I 

put messages on there, and I put change is good and I put things like that the environment and I put 

things, give hope to our young people. 

RUTH O'BRIEN: 

You use upcycled materials in your artworks? 

JENELLE: 

You could know something. When the paint gets dry around the lid, I get it so I add it to my artwork. 

RUTH O'BRIEN: 

Oh, nice. Wow. You really do upcycle everything do you? 

JENELLE: 

I, (INAUDIBLE) this little picture and I found something and it looked like a little elephant, so I put it 

in the artwork and I glued it in and I've got a little thing about that. So when I say something in 

something else. 

RUTH O'BRIEN: 

Oh yeah. 

JENELLE: 

But something I wanna do is about a tree, and I'm going to do that. I won't tell you everything 

because I don't want anyone stealing my idea. (LAUGHTER) I'm gonna do something that people can 

have it all year round. 

RUTH O'BRIEN: 

Right, Yeah. Excellent. 



JENELLE: 

I just don't like the vulgar waste of Christmas. 

RUTH O'BRIEN: 

Yes. Yes, it is a lot, isn't it? 

JENELLE: 

And I want13 bottles to be refilled. 

RUTH O'BRIEN: 

Yeah. Why not? 

JENELLE: 

And then why aren't they happening? You know, I've got so many questions. 

RUTH O'BRIEN: 

Yes. 

JENELLE: 

Why aren't we doing this and all the jug and all the containers, why aren't they getting refilled? 

RUTH O'BRIEN: 

Yeah. Doesn't make any sense. 

JENELLE: 

They want us to put glass jars in the recycling bin, but I'm worried that they break. Shouldn't there 

be someone taking all the glass jars? 

RUTH O'BRIEN: 

Yeah, yeah. 

JENELLE: 

And send them back to the suppliers. 

RUTH O'BRIEN: 

Yeah, it's their job to. 

JENELLE: 

It should be a chain reaction. 

RUTH O'BRIEN: 

Yeah, I agree. 

JENELLE: 

And that's why I like the idea of becoming more self-sufficient. 

SPEAKER: 

Do you grow any of your own food or vegetables or anything like that? 

JENELLE: 

At the moment, I just have my own little compost, where I put my scraps out there. I'd like to get on 

someone collecting my stuff, I would like that. I think we should have a bin for all the vegetable 

scraps. 



RUTH O'BRIEN: 

Yeah, I think that's coming actually. 

JENELLE: 

A bin for all the meat scraps, bone scraps. That can become blood and bone. 

RUTH O'BRIEN: 

That's right. Yeah. 

JENELLE: 

OK? All the vegetable scraps can go. I know that compost got a mulching place. The government 

bought a very big machine and I think they do take meat and vegetable scraps and bones and things. 

RUTH O'BRIEN: 

Well, that's good too. 

JENELLE: 

I just think, well, we need to have more of it up. And I definitely want more stuff for this because I'm 

not about to give my stuff to charity, it's gonna end up in the tip. 

RUTH O'BRIEN: 

Do you think that's why people can become hoarders because they don't wanna see it? 

JENELLE: 

I think that could be part of the problem. Yeah. I think I became a hoarder. I lost my mom on 

Christmas Day night, my little boy with seven month old then. 

RUTH O'BRIEN: 

Oh, wow. 

JENELLE: 

And I think that really affected my whole month. Anyway, that had a big effect on me because I was 

like her little shadow with my hearing and he helped me to speak. Yeah, that was a really hard day 

and I went into a deep depression. I have suffered so much in my mental health. I know everything 

about my brain, and just because someone is depressed, don't think they won't ever remember 

what happened, they will. It's just you've got to heal and I had to use her to heal me and I had to get 

healed and everything and so on. But I know my brain so well, I'll be on medication for the rest of my 

life if I don't cope very well with this planet. 

RUTH O'BRIEN: 

I'm tired. 

JENELLE: 

I feel like some of it is about the place with so many lovely people out there. I'll meet them all in the 

afterlife and I meet them here. And you know, when you're meeting people to do interviews and 

things, you do meet more nice people but yes. 

RUTH O'BRIEN: 

Yeah, I think the Canberra arts community is particularly special like that. You meet a lot of nice... 

JENELLE: 

You know the meaning of Canberra? Meeting place. 



RUTH O'BRIEN: 

That's right. Yeah, yeah. 

JENELLE: 

And I think let Canberra become the best meeting place in the whole of Australia, and let's make it 

the best meeting place in the world. Yeah. Meeting place not eating place (LAUGHTER) but probably 

would have food here too but it's a meeting place. I think we should do that. Communication is 

important. Look, junk mail, it's not a good way to communicate with people. Most people 

(INAUDIBLE) it out. 

RUTH O'BRIEN: 

That's right. Yeah. 

JENELLE: 

You've got to keep it advertising on buses and done at shop and everything. Keep it coming up on, 

you know, how you have advertising on game? Why don't you put positive advertisements coming 

up? We training people. 

RUTH O'BRIEN: 

Yeah, yeah. 

JENELLE: 

You know. 

RUTH O'BRIEN: 

Yeah, there's lots of positive things that we can do. 

JENELLE: 

Like put ads on games, but I think that would be a good, positive thing. You just would do it. 

RUTH O'BRIEN: 

Exactly. Yeah. 

JENELLE: 

Then say No. If you say No, you're saying No to all your grandchildren, you're saying No to the babies 

being born and they're gonna grow up and they'd say, but my granddad said No, that's why we're 

like this. I want the politicians please, listen, please discuss it and please say it. 

RUTH O'BRIEN: 

Absolutely. 

JENELLE: 

We've got to do these changes. And I don't like Canberra getting blamed for anything that goes 

wrong in politics. 

RUTH O'BRIEN: 

I know I don't like it either. 

JENELLE: 

Canberra is not just politics, we have a lovely lot of communities living in Canberra people. 

RUTH O'BRIEN: 

That's right. Yes. 



JENELLE: 

I live here. (LAUGHTER) I came here in 68, I was nine years old, going to be nine then. I've been here 

all this time. I've been in Canberra since 68 and I've been in Belconnen since 1971. 

RUTH O'BRIEN: 

Wow. You must have seen a lot of changes in that time? 

JENELLE: 

I haven't seen a lot of changes. I'm one of these ideas people, and I do see things and I can have 

ideas and but unfortunately you can't just patch your ideas off to someone because people like to 

claim credit for them. 

RUTH O'BRIEN: 

Yeah exactly. 

JENELLE: 

And that's wrong. 

RUTH O'BRIEN: 

That is wrong, yeah. 

JENELLE: 

It will all catch up with you. I believe in karma, good karma, bad karma. 

RUTH O'BRIEN: 

Yeah, comes back. 

JENELLE: 

I'd rather leave this world knowing I've done the right thing, and you will be faced with people in 

your afterlife if you have been and you could have done something better. Everyone has a choice but 

I want to make people love the planet or wanna do that, but I just want to know the people who'll 

support me on this. 

RUTH O'BRIEN: 

Yeah, exactly. 

JENELLE: 

Remember, I want everyone to think, if you don't believe in God, just imagine someone's watching 

you. Could be your grandparent, someone from your earlier life, what would they be thinking? 

RUTH O'BRIEN: 

Yeah. 

JENELLE: 

Are you really doing a good thing or you prioritizing money? 

RUTH O'BRIEN: 

Good message, good (CROSSTALK) 

JENELLE: 

Doing the right thing with people, we won't have an economy or we won't have a planet to spend 

on. 



RUTH O'BRIEN: 

Well, that's right. Yeah, we need a planet to live on to spend money (LAUGHS) so we're doing it a bit 

backwards right now. 

JENELLE: 

Look, I know that people sometimes think they're better if they got money, but I've meant 

something. Money is just the tool. 

RUTH O'BRIEN: 

Exactly. Yeah. 

JENELLE: 

It's really who you at, what's behind your eye, it's the soul. You know, if you're a manipulator, if 

you're a schemer, you won't come into my zone because I don't understand those people. It's the 

same as lying. Yeah, yeah, I j`ust really want there to be things better. And, I'd love to know how 

many people want the planet to come first before the economy. 

RUTH O'BRIEN: 

I think there's a lot, I think there's a lot of them, but yeah. 

JENELLE: 

Like, I'm doing this for the young people that can't speak up. 

RUTH O'BRIEN: 

Yes. 

JENELLE: 

Well I will speak up and (INAUDIBLE) because you know, they say people spend money on that 

particular how I spend it. The material world does not excite me, it depresses me. You see, I suffer 

shoppers syndrome. And that's when you buy stuff and you really haven't given it much thought, 

you just wanna have it and you get the fix from someone nice to you. What's up with that? I'm a 

recovering hoarder, I'm letting go. I want there to be more things for hoarders, but temporary set up 

shade so that you can click clack, put them in their yard. Being a hoarder myself, I know all these 

things they could need but my problem is I've got my voice, I've got a good heart but I don't have the 

tool of money. If I had the tool of money, like I have to win a lottery and I've got to buy a ticket by I 

can't buy them all the time. But if I had the tool of money, I would put the money where my mouth 

is and start getting these things out. 

RUTH O'BRIEN: 

Absolutely, yeah. 

JENELLE: 

You know, I wanna find and how if we made the cars more using the good fuel? You know, get that 

new fuel, What is that fuel made out of corn. 

RUTH O'BRIEN: 

Oh yeah. 

JENELLE: 

Yeah, it's a special fuel (INAUDIBLE) on the engine. Or isn't there enough money in that? So this is 

where the evil is. If you're always looking at what makes the most money, when you could be doing 

something simple that will work. 



RUTH O'BRIEN: 

Sounds like you've got lots of ideas for solutions to these big problems 

JENELLE: 

I'm an ideas person and they come to me and planet. And look, I've learned something. Why be 

perfect? We don't have to be. If you look at trees, trees are all unique and I see trees with crooked 

branches, but they're still beautiful. 

RUTH O'BRIEN: 

Well, I think we've only got time for one last comment because we've got to wrap things up. But 

yeah, is there anything final that you'd like to say? 

JENELLE: 

I just hope a lot of people will share the planet with me. From my view, nothing's black and white, 

there's a lot of gray but there's got to be a way to start. And I don't want just big talk, I want action. 

Let's start now. 

RUTH O'BRIEN: 

Absolutely, yeah. 

JENELLE: 

Yeah. Action 

RUTH O'BRIEN: 

Action, yeah. 

JENELLE: 

And we can do it in baby steps. You know, like, don't buy a four bedroom house, you do it in baby 

steps. 

SPEAKER: 

Yeah. 

JENELLE: 

I'm thankful for this opportunity today, it just makes me feel that maybe I can start a little chain 

reaction. 

RUTH O'BRIEN: 

Exactly, you can. Yeah, yeah. We really appreciate you coming in today (UNKNOWN). 

JENELLE: 

Yeah. Thank you very much Ruth. 

RUTH O'BRIEN: 

Thank you Jenelle. 

JENELLE: 

It's been an absolute delight. 

RUTH O'BRIEN: 

This project is supported by the Act government as part of the 2021 (UNKNOWN) celebrations. 

Thank you to the lovely staff at Belconnen Arts Center for making this project possible. And thank 

you to the Office for Disability. This project has been put together as part of the 2021 celebrations 

for International Day of People with Disability. My name is Ruth O'Brien. Thank you for joining us. 


